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Instead of urging content area teachers to teach
rmadtnci skills, reading personnel should be providing them with
proceeding techniques designed to organise or provide experiences
.relevant to new concepts to be learned by students. Agony -the

,conclusions 'reached from 'a review of relevant research are that using
-1;4112ti-1eveleCtextbcoki in a classros mill not produce statistically
significant gains.inAtognitives.achie ement and that students.
.problemi in-content reading'stem not from lack of reading skills but
iros coMprehensipn probless due to. lack of_colevan* ,bactground

iknoi1edge4-One.prereuding techn4,gue,vhiaJi .profted successful in a
involving-social etu6teeinstruction, .invOlves presenting many

examples and noneamplai of relevant (criticel) attributes of
,loonospts to help-students clarify the concepts. In another technique.
'thicch espial-2 graphic postorganizers, students construct their own
hierarchy of terms used in the material they have learned: These
pechniques enable teachers to-ascertain what learners already know
-and to teach them accordingly, using both receptive and discovery
learaing techniques. Teachers shouldbe the primary: sourees,of

vinformationtextbooks should be used to reinforce condepts\they have
previously deieloped. (0T)
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The primary source ok information in our classrooms should be the
z

teacher. Yet, We are c&Istaiitly hearing the complaint from administrators,

content teachers, parents and the press that students can't read their.,

assigned textbookkand as a result are Act learning:, Why .shOuld the re-

sponsibility for aring be placed on students' inability to Paarn from

the textbooks?, A od nurseryman would hardliblame the quality ,of his

plents.on his teals..

Yet, some' edu tors suggest that teachers re-write the content maierial

let a lower level of ifficulty.f Teachers will tell you that it is impractical

and time-consuming to so. Others advise 4 similar course by suggesting

multi-leveled textbooks. \However, research by bawl's (1973) shows no statis-

\
tically significant differs ces in cognitive*-achievement gains between class-

rooms using multi-level,tektb ks and those using. one level of materiel.

Many advocate the.teaching f reading skills'such as word attack to

skid the frustrated reader. Skill in word identification does not necessarily

guarantee that a student will uot exhibit comprehension difficUlties (Oaken,
;

1971). Rase rch by Kulm (1973, 1974) and Knikong and Hiltan (1976) indi-

;
cate that r ading related skills are not the central skills in solving prob-

lems.

Kill (1967) reviewed,.several studies dealing with the use of textbooks

and concluded that "there is solid evidence to confirm that the content area

textbook, as traditionally used, is less help, and possibly more hindrance

to.the student than commonly assumed (p. 412)."

Kintach and Kosminsky (1977) declare that many of the so-called reading

problems of poor readers are, in fact, comprehension problems. And that's

f.he pointstudents are failing because they can't comprehend or understand
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what they read! Perhaps it is not a reading problem but a pre-reading

problem!

Goodban (1968) tells us that it is.one's knOwledge of the language .

and of the ,wold that provides a framework for comprhension and by bringina

this knowledge to bear on the textbook, the comprehender actively constructs

meaning ..Ay knowledge of the world he means what the student already kw:is.

Over a ciecade.ego Ausubel 11968) saluded to tAii.when.he said, "If

I had to reduce all of educational psychology to'just ()Ile Principle I

woUld say this: The most important single factor influencing learning is

whar the learner already knows. Ascertain this and teach him accordingly."
0

(pvi) More recently-science educators West and Fensham (1970) acknowledged

that one of.the most important variables that inftwnce 'science learning is

the learner's relevant background knowledge.

Another science educator, Novak (1976) suggested that "Xhere is a,.

growing body of evidence to tndicate that some yeasonable degree of learning

for most any concept can take place if.proper instructional sequences are

. Provided and examples and activities are used that will relate to che prioi

experience,of the learner (p. 504)."

If students have nothing in their prior experiences that is relevant

to new material to be read they often 'attempt to memorize it. Ausubel.and

Robinson (1969) warn us that "students develop a rote learning set if.-they

are under exCessive pressure 4.0 exhibit glibness, or to conceal rather than

admit, and gradually remedy, in original lack of understanding. Under these

circumstances it seems easier and more important to create a spurious im-.

p:ession of facile comprehension by rotely memorizing a few key terms or

4



sentences than to try to

observe; apply.concepts

.

solve problems, Novak (1976) says'the sequeupe becomea: observe, memorize,

3
;

e.

understand what they me40.1 (p. 58), RathCr than,

interpret, interrelate to learger concepts and

test and forgets

Boredom is tanother side-effect of lack of.pri r knowledge. When stu-

dents cannot make lense out..of what they Are expected to read they become
. /

,,

bored (Smith, 1978) and may withdrawArom the learning situation entirely

,

by Tefusing to do classroom assiadments, missing classes and/or becoming

,

.disciOline problems in class/(Waetjen,.1965).

Instead of admonishing couteni.ieachere with the old and questionable

cliche "Every teacher is a teacher 'of reading" reading personnel should he

.//

providing con,taiit teachers with pre-reading techniques designed to .organize
.

.,' .

4nd/or prOide experioncee for new concepts. :

.. .. .. ..

.

-'6ne technique that. hai been used.sUcCessfully by Peters .(4173-76) is
....7.

.'
7*e'

, the Prayer model of concept attainment. This.paradigm suggests clarifying.

concepts according*to five nonsiquential dimensions:, hierarchical relation-

ships established .with other concepts, examples, non-examples, relevant

.(Critical) attributes, irrelevant (non-critical) attributes.

One dimension, that reflects current thinking on schema, suggests

showing siudents how the new concept relates to other.concepts in a hier- .

. archy. This dimansion'is very similar.to Barron's (1969) graphic organizer.

Since many textbooks provide only one or two examples of a new concept,

Frayer recommends presenting many.examples and non-examples. By examining

the examples the teacher can identify those properties or char *. teristics

that are common to each example. These characteristics are called relevant

attributes. Those properties or characteristics which vary from example to

vxample are labeled irrelevant or non-critical attributes.

5
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Peters used Prayer's model in developing social studies materials and

compared-it to the traditional textbook epproach. His results indiclited

that both good and poor readers who used the rewritten material based on

irayer's model received signifigantly higher comprehenSion scorei than did

good and poor readers who used the.teAtbook method.

'.For meaningful learning to occur Ausubel.and Robinson.(1969) state

that three conditions must hold:

1. the-taterial presented must.be-capable-of being related in some

sensible fashion.

the learner must possess relevant,ideas to which this new idea can

be related or anchored

3. the,learner must actually attempt to.relate the new ideas to those

*which,he presiently possesses

A

.
Using Fr4er's model prior to assigning new material is an attempt

to establisl condition one and two. The third condition appears to be

one of invqivement and motivation.' .Rven if the material is logically mean-
,'ft

ingful.and beljearneZ has the appropriate ideas in his prior experiences,

rote.learning will still take. place if the learner intends on memorizing.

He or she must intend to relate this new material to items in their prior

experiences. .

,
. 1

Barron and Slone (1973) were.successful in involving the learning by.

using graphic post-organizers. After' the student learned the material they

were placed in groups of two or three and provide4 with the learning passage&

and a set of 3 x 5 cards on which were typed terms taken from the graphic

pre-organizer and used with another group.of student.. These students were

then given twenty minutes to arrange the cards in a way that would depict

relationships among the tirms used in the learning passage. In effect,
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the etudents were constructing their own hierarchY. They wets actually

attempting to :relate the new ideas and meaningful learning did.oecur.I.

..1

Therehas been some ciOncern expressed, especially by science teachirs,

over Ausubel's theory (referred.to as receptive learning). So %any of our

students appear to utilize only concrete thoughts and are not reading for

foria1 operational thoughts. Therefore, they must.engage. in discovery

learning as opposed to receptiy.e learning. Tiiese learners "receive the

concepts.to bivlearned in final.form when given a hierarchy. In discovery

lagrning.the learnero must act on the-material in.order to be led in the

final fore orthe concept.' ',/n both instances the material in its final
c

form must be retated to cognitive.structure:(Quisky,197.0. Frayer's

model-enabies"the teacher to ascertain wiat the learner already knows and

teach .him accordingly using both.receptive and discovery learning techni-

ques.

/ It is the teacher, not the texibook, who is the Primary source of
I.

information. Mout'teacheta would agree that their responsibility isto

help their students understand the concepts of their discipline as fully

as 'ehey can.
.

If the theory of prior knowledge prevails then it would appear that

the teacher's first, task is to discover whai.is in the learner'S existing

prior experiences aad teach so that the new material to be learned can be

sensibly related. Textbooks cannot and should aot assume that responsl-

hility. This does not mean to suggest that schools should rid themselves

of textbooks it means that.-.the textbooks should be used to reinforde,

confirm, or enrich those concepte that the teacher is responsible for

developing. It should be used as Esler (1973) suggests, only after the

a
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studentsthave acquired an unders.tanding of the concepts. The reader,

when prówided with oufficient background concerning. the new material,

should fiitd the' textbook easier to read.

."4
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